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RESPECT TO THE VOTE - The real truth of the internal narrative has been
EXPOSED 
incident with MIAN JALIL AHMED SHARQPURI

London, 10.10.2020, 17:32 Time

USPA NEWS - Respect the vote - ( VOTE KO IZZAT DOU )
the real truth of the internal narrative has been EXPOSED and with that fact the ugly faces of the unscrupulous leaders of the PML-N
have come to light.
KUCH SHARAM HOTI HY- KUCH HAYYA HOTI HY , But shame and humiliation cannot be eradicated with minds full of filth.

But shame and humiliation cannot be shattered by filthy minds - the declaration of respect for the vote is nothing but a fraud - which is
a daydream on the rights of every voter - to those who sing the tune of voter rights. Don't care about the dignity of your own party's
respected leaders - how will PMLN respect a VOTER and their RIGHTS.

Mian Jalil Ahmad Sharqpuri, a highly respected and religious man from the Indo-Pakistani subcontinent.

With this heartbreaking incident of insulting Mian Jalil Ahmad Sharqpuri,( MPA PMLN PUNJAB Pakistan ) ,
PML-N nailed the last nail in its coffin and took out the funeral of its own party in public.
Mian Jalil Ahmad Sharqpuri does not care about this incident because he told the truth and I hope that in the future he will continue to
fight against those who speak against Islam , Pakistan and Pakistani forces.
IN SHAH ALLAH TALA

Mian Jalil Ahmad Sharqpuri is a prominent figure who has spoken out about Islam and Pakistan in meetings with leaders of all faiths in
the UK,
Due to which Mian Jalil Ahmad Sharqburi Sahib was appointed as a peace Ambassador for Pakistan by Universal Peace Federation
UK which is affiliated to UN.
It is a pity that people and leaders of all religions are respected and respected by the people of other religions but some ignorant and
poor people in Pakistan resort to such attacks to please their CORRUPT leaders.

Sardar Ahmad Khan Leghari
General Secretary
Pakistan Muslim League ““N, Punjab
 
SUBJECT: WRITTEN REPLY OF SHOW CAUSE NOTICE NO.PML(N)/PUNJAB/07 DATED 26.09.2020
 
The undersigned have received letter dated 26.09.2020 on 30.09.2020 captioned as show cause notice with the allegation “It has
been noted by the undersigned that on 26.09.2020 a statement circulating on media in which you have spoken against and maligned
defamed the party without any justification“�.
The undersigned have respect and dignity as being political member and affiliated with known religious family of Sharaqpur Sharif,
within and outside the country and have enviable position. Having such position cannot deliberate in a manner to stake his position in
the eye of general public or political circle.
 
Being having such enumerable position within the circle of PP 139, the respected member of party i.e. Mian Shahbaz Sharif and Rana
Taveer Hussain engaged the undersigned to contest election over their ticket.
 
After the successful contest of election and being returned candidate, the undersigned never ever interfered in the affairs of party,
raised any voice or made any statement till to date against the interest and object of party. All the lawful actions and decision of the



party were supported and compiled by me without any hesitation. The undersigned never ever part with any act which is negative or
malign the repute or disturb the faith of the party.
 
Every citizen of Pakistan being citizen have fundamental right to express his vision. Freedom of speech is inalienable right of every
citizen cannot be prejudiced or influenced by means of party loyalty. The undersigned never ever uttered even single word against the
interest of party or member of party which maligned and degrade his position. Expression of point of view divergent with the other
member of party cannot be termed or labeled as spoke to malign or defamed as mentioned in the show cause notice. The speech or
verdict expressed by the under signed is not against or prejudicial to the fundamental policy and aim of the party. It was not in a
manner to undermine or disturbing the integrity of the party or its member. Such statement is in the interest of the party more
particularly in accordance with the vision of the party object. The speech is not immoral or hatred. The contents of speech have no
intent and object to malign or defamed and further words not interfering with importance of constitution of party. Party leaders, its
members and workers are integral part of the political party therefore enjoy equal status of freedom of movement, speech, association
and information. The theory of constitution of political party to flourish democracy and not snub the member or workers from their point
of view.
 
From the contents of the show cause notice it is cleared that it is vague and standing without any specific allegation which can be
termed as used for maligning or defaming the party or against the interest of the party. No words or line of words or any sentence
highlighted for issuance of show cause notice. This state of affair itself sufficient to withdraw the notice which is in all respect within the
interest of the party. The undersigned is also respectable member of the party is facing criticism just because of this illegal show cause
notice. Such practice against the member would be to cause pressure not have any justification in any manner.
 
It is in the best interest of the party to withdraw the show cause notice which is beyond the law of political parties order 2002 and nullity
in the eye of law and further recall act of suspension of membership. It is made clear in case of any illegal action without any just
reason the undersigned have every right to initiate legal proceedings against the party. Any action contrary to law have no importance
and cannot be legitimate by illegal act.

Mian Jalil Ahmad MPA-PP 139
Darbar Road, Sharaqpur Sharif
Tehsil Sharaqpur District Sheikhupura
Said by MIAN JALIL AHMED SHRAQPURI ( MPA PMLN ) Punjab PAKISTAN

I will not forget to mention here that when Mian Jalil Ahmad Sharquri Sahib had the opportunity to go to the London Parliament, it was
time for Asr prayers there,
Mian Jalil Ahmad Sharqpuri Sahib offered Asr prayers in the PARLIMENT London , Meeting Room And prayed for the security and
Prosperity of Pakistan.
But as soon as corrupt leaders of corrupt organizations goes to London, they turn to pubs , Clubs and Casinos for gambling.
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